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ABSTRACT 
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is one of the basic problems 
in natural language processing. Traditional WSD methods 
provide only one meaning for each word in a passage. However, 
we believe that textual information alone may not be sufficient 
to determine the exact meaning of each word which may better 
be resolved when higher-level knowledge becomes available. In 
this paper, we propose an alternative to WSD that we call 
“sense pruning”. The objective now is to reduce the number of 
plausible meanings of a word as much as possible so as to 
reduce the amount of work in later processing. Sense pruning is 
guided by information derived from HowNet  - a recently 
developed knowledge base. 

 
Two criteria were used for the evaluation: recall rate and 

complexity reduction (which is the reduction in the number of 
possible meanings of a sentence). Effect of the length of the 
analytical window was studied. For a corpus of 103 Chinese 
passages from Sinica, Taiwan, with an analytical window of 
nine words, we obtained a recall rate of 94.14% and reduced 
the number of possible sentence meanings by 65.3%.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In re-constructive text understanding [4], raw texts (without any 
tagged information) undergo five NLP steps before they are 
interpreted. Gan and Wong [8] defined five NLP steps: 
 

• sentence breaking; 
• concept group extraction; 
• sense pruning;  
• message structure identification; and 
• event relation and role-shifting.  
 

The idea is to progressively apply more knowledge to narrow 
down the plausible meanings of a given text. It is important to 
retain all possible answers at each NLP step when there is 
insufficient knowledge to prove them irrelevant. Thus, sense 
pruning is employed in the third stage where traditionally word 
sense disambiguation would have been used because the latter 
will otherwise undesirably produce only one single meaning for 
later processing. In sense pruning, unlikely senses of each word 

are pruned away, but usually more than one sense for each word 
is retained. 
 

In this paper, sense pruning makes use of information 
derived from a recently developed knowledge resource called 
HowNet [2, 3, 4, 5]. Advantages of using HowNet owe to its 
richness and language-independence. A score is computed for 
each sense of a word by taking into account all the senses of 
surrounding words within an analytical window. Those senses 
that score below a threshold will be pruned away. We evaluated 
our new sense-pruning algorithm on a corpus from Sinica, 
Taiwan, consisting of 103 news articles on crime, and compared 
the results with those obtained by a traditional WSD algorithm. 
This paper is organized as follows: we first introduce the 
HowNet system in Section 2, and describe some related works 
using HowNet in Section 3. Section 4 describes how we made 
use of HowNet to perform sense pruning. Experimental 
evaluation is shown in Section 5 which is followed by our 
conclusions in Section 6. 

 

2. THE HowNet KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM 
The HowNet knowledge system was developed by Dong [2, 
3,4,5] over the last decade. Its latest version was released 
online in October 2000.  For detailed information about the 
system, the reader is referred to its website at 
http://www.keenage.com.  Below we will give a short 
description of the system.  

2.1. HowNet 

HowNet is an online common-sense knowledge base that 
captures inter-conceptual relations and inter-attribute relations 
of concepts.  As a knowledge base, HowNet is language-
independent. In HowNet, the smallest basic semantic unit is 
called sememe. At present, Dong has identified 1,503 sememes, 
which are used to describe all concepts in the HowNet 
Knowledge Dictionary. Associated with each sememe is a set of 
attributes or dynamic roles. Dong believes that all matters, 
physical or non-physical, keeps changing continually. Their 
changes are reflected in a change of their internal state, which in 
turn, is manifested in a change of some of their attribute values. 
 
    The HowNet knowledge system consists of the HowNet 
Knowledge Dictionary and the HowNet Management System. 
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3. RELATED WORKS 
Since HowNet is a very new knowledge resource, there are few 
applications to date. Yang, Zhang, and Zhang [6] used HowNet 
to perform WSD using a statistical approach. Co-occurrence 
frequencies between any pair of sememes were computed from 
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a corpus consisting of news articles from Peoples’ Daily with 
10,000 characters, resulting in 709,496 entries. The accuracy of 
the system is around 75%. 

 

4. SENSE PRUNING 
In our proposed sense-pruning algorithm, the senses of a word 
token are pruned according to four types of information derived 
from HowNet under the context of its surrounding words, which 
make up the analytical window. For each sense of the given 
word, we compute a score for the sense using the following four 
types of information. Those senses that score below a threshold 
will be pruned. 

4.1.1. Sememe Co-occurrences 

Scoring by sememe co-occurrences may be explained using 
pseudo-codes as in Algorithm 1. 
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Algorithm 1  Scoring with sememe coAlgorithm 1  Scoring with sememe coAlgorithm 1  Scoring with sememe coAlgorithm 1  Scoring with sememe co----occurrencesoccurrencesoccurrencesoccurrences    
 
foreach sense of a given word 
{     
     score = 0; 
     get the set of sememes X that describes the sense; 
 
     foreach sense of another word in the analytical window 
     { 
            get the set of sememes Y that describes the sense; 
            matches = number of common sememes in X and Y; 
            score += matches; 
     } 
} 
t us illustrate with an example. If we have “suffer” and 
tient” within an analytical window, we first look up their 
ses from the Knowledge Dictionary and get Table 1 and 2. 

ble 1  Definitions of “suffer”ble 1  Definitions of “suffer”ble 1  Definitions of “suffer”ble 1  Definitions of “suffer”    

Concept Definition 
1. sufferFrom|罹患, medical|醫 
2. emotion|情感, undesired|莠, #sad|憂愁 
3. phenomena|現象, undesired|莠,  
    #unfortunate|不幸 
4. phenomena|現象, undesired|莠, hardship|艱, 
   #unfortunate|不幸 

suffer 
患 

5. sad|憂愁 



 

 

Table 2  Definition of “patient”Table 2  Definition of “patient”Table 2  Definition of “patient”Table 2  Definition of “patient”    

    
    
    
Table 3  Definitions of “little” and “boy”Table 3  Definitions of “little” and “boy”Table 3  Definitions of “little” and “boy”Table 3  Definitions of “little” and “boy”    

    
From the two tables, we find five senses for “suffer” and one 
sense for “patient”. The numbers of sememe co-occurrences 
between each sense of “suffer” and “patient” are: 2, 1, 1, 1, 0 
respectively, while that between “patient” and “suffer” is 5.  
 

Notice that sometimes we have to make use of the 
hypernymy-hyponymy relationship and the list of main features 
to obtain the sememe co-occurrences indirectly. 

4.1.2. Information Structure 

Similarly to Algorithm 1, we examine each combination of a 
sememe from the set X and a sememe from the set Y, and if 
they represent a pattern in the HowNet Information Structure, 
we increment the score of each respective sense of the two 
words by one. 

4.1.3. Attributes of an Object 

Sememe co-occurrences may also be searched through the 
list of attributes of an object belonging to the entity (main 
feature) class. For example, in the phrase “little boy”, if one 
looks at their definitions in the Knowledge Dictionary (Table 
3), one will not find any common sememes. However, from the 
entity class tree, a hypernym of the main feature “human” in 
the definition of “boy” is “animate|生物”, and according to the 
document of the list of attributes, it has the “age” (年齡 ) 
attribute. Thus, the first definitions of “little” and “boy” have 
one common sememe (“age”) and both of these senses get an 
additional score. 

4.1.4. Special Patterns for Functional Words 

HowNet is comparatively weak in its treatment with functional 
words. It only provides the functional definitions (using curly 
brackets) of functional words. We create new special patterns 
for functional words with the following format: 
    functional-word  {definition} <related sememe|feature> . 
 
For example, a pattern for the functional word “at” is: 
  at (在)  {location} <place> . 
 
When one of any two words in an analytical window is a 
functional word, these special patterns are checked and if there 
is a match, their corresponding senses are scored. 

Table 4  Results when a complete sentence is used as the Table 4  Results when a complete sentence is used as the Table 4  Results when a complete sentence is used as the Table 4  Results when a complete sentence is used as the 
ananananalytical windowalytical windowalytical windowalytical window    
 

 
 

5. EVALUATION 

5.1. Corpus 

We evaluated our new sense-pruning algorithm using 103 
newspaper passages in crime domain from the Sinica corpus, 
version 3.0 of Academia Sinica [1]. The articles consists of  
~30,000 Chinese words.  On average, there are about 234 word 
tokens in a passage, 45 words in a complete sentence, and 7.7 
words per incomplete sentence. 

5.2. Methodology 

All the passages were re-segmented into word tokens that 
represent legal concepts in the HowNet Knowledge Dictionary. 
For each word token, an analytical window with a length of N 
words (where N was varied) was left aligned with it, and each 
of its sense was scored according to the four types of 
information explained in Section 4. In this paper, scores from 
each type of information were weighted equally, and those 
senses with zero score were pruned. In the rare case when all 
senses of a word token did not score, we simply kept all its 
senses to avoid having a sentence with no senses.  

5.3. Criteria 

Two measures were used to gauge the performance of our 
sense-pruning algorithm. 

1. Recall Rate:  the percentage of word tokens whose correct 
sense is not pruned. 

2. Complexity Reduction: the average ratio of the number of 
possible meanings of a sentence after sense pruning to the 
total number of possible meanings of the sentence before 
sense pruning. 

5.4. Results 

5.4.1. Experiment 1: A Complete Sentence Used as the 
Analytical Window 

We first tried to use a complete sentence as the analytical 
window. Thus, the window length is actually changing from 
sentence to sentence. The hypothesis is that all words in a 
sentence help determine the sense of any word in the sentence; 
but the words in a sentence have no effect on the sense of a 
word in another sentence. The results are shown in Table 4. The 
high recall rate shows that the information provided by the 
HowNet knowledge system is very powerful for NLP research, 
especially given that HowNet is domain-independent. However, 
there still is room for improvement.  For instance, we find that 
some definitions of functional words pertaining to sememes that 
are not well defined. One example is the list of dynamic roles of 
sememes in the event (事件) class. 
 

Concept Definition 
patient
病人 

human|人 , *sufferFrom|罹患 , $cure|醫治 , 
#medical|醫, undesired|莠 

Concept Definition 
1. aValue|屬性值, age|年齡, young|幼 
2. aValue|屬性值, duration|久暫, ?timeShort|暫 
3. aValue|屬性值, importance|主次, secondary|次 

little 小 

4. aValue|屬性值, size|尺寸, small|小 
boy 朋友 human|人, friend|友 

Recall Rate Complexity Reduction 
97.13% 47.63% 



 

 

5.4.2. Experiment 2: Effect of Window Length 

In this experiment, we would like to investigate the effect of a 
distant word on the sense of another word in the same sentence 
by varying the length of the analytical window. The results are 
plotted in Figure 2. As expected, the recall rate improves with 
larger analytical window when more information are provided 
to resolve for the right sense of a word; meanwhile, the 
complexity reduction decreases accordingly as more 
combination of word senses are possible with larger window. 
On the other hand, the recall rate only increases slowly at a rate 
of ~1% for every two additional words in the analytical 
window. Thus, the immediate neighboring word is still the most 
important but words at a distance as far as nine words away still 
have effects in determining the right sense of a word! 
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Figure 2  Effect Figure 2  Effect Figure 2  Effect Figure 2  Effect of window lengthof window lengthof window lengthof window length    

    

5.4.3. Experiment 3: Comparison with a WSD Baseline 

We implemented a simple statistical word sense 
disambiguation method as a baseline for comparison. As a first 
step, we had to create the sememe co-occurrence frequency 
table. We divided our evaluation corpus of 103 passages into 
five disjoint sets (of roughly the same size) and performed a 5-
fold cross-validation. That is, WSD was performed five times, 
each time with a different set held out for testing while the 
remaining four sets were used for training the co-occurrence 
frequency table. Notice that unlike sense pruning, WSD picks 
only the sense of a word with maximum frequency. The mean 
recall rate of the 5-fold cross-validation is 85.07%, which is 
significantly lower than the result of sense pruning with a 
window length of 1 (which is 89.84%). If one further takes into 
account that the co-occurrence frequencies in the baseline WSD 
experiment were trained on texts similar to the testing texts 
while the HowNet knowledge system is domain-independent, 
one should be convinced that HowNet indeed is a very powerful 
knowledge base. (On the other hand, WSD has the advantage of 
attaining a complexity reduction of almost 100% since there is 
only one sense for the whole sentence.) 

 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have two contributions: (1) we investigated 
the performance of a sense pruning algorithm which is a crucial 
step in re-constructive text understanding to replace traditional 
word sense disambiguation; and, (2) we pioneered to employ 
the domain-independent HowNet knowledge system to perform 
sense pruning. Our results show that sense pruning compares 
favourably with word sense disambiguation in its high recall 
rates even without domain-specific knowledge. However, there 
is still a lot to be done to further reduce the overall sentence 
complexity in order to alleviate the workload for the following 
steps in re-constructive text understanding. Some parameters in 
our sense-pruning algorithm, such as the weightings of the four 
types of HowNet information and the pruning threshold, also 
need further investigation. The high recall rate is evidence that 
the HowNet knowledge base has a broad coverage. On the 
other hand, we also point out some areas of concern in the 
HowNet systems: it should further perfect the definitions of 
functional words and sememes related to the event class. 
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